TREBLEX AUTOMOTIVE CLEANING PRODUCTS

MINESITE VEHICLE CLEANING
PRODUCTS
TREBLEX offers a range of vehicle cleaning products, each with a multiple purpose or use. Ranging from a
general truck wash to an Industrial strength equipment cleaner.

TURBO RED

Code: TTR

TREBLEX TURBO RED is a powerful water based non-flammable heavy duty degreaser/ cleaner. This

product has been credited when used to successfully remove ingrained Red Dust from all types of vehicles
and plant. The product is alkaline so after application it must not be left on the vehicle or it will dull
paintwork. Non-flammable, biodegradable and compatible with hard and salt water.

SUPA BLU

Code:TSB

TREBLEX SUPA BLU is a specially formulated hard working superior all-purpose car & truck wash. Safe to use
on all types of vehicles including cars, trucks, trailers including curtainers and all marine hull finishes with
complete confidence, guaranteed not to affect paintwork. Blended composition of surfactants and wetting
agents which will emulsify dirt and hold it in suspension. Concentrated product highly economical in use
thus saving money. This product leaves a streak free high gloss finish. Ideal for Manual Washing, Pressure
Washers, Foam Guns, Steam Cleaners & Car Wash Systems.

MULTI CLEAN

Code:TMCQB

TREBLEX MULTI CLEAN is a super strength all powerful quick break detergent degreaser. Used by mining
companies for various applications like cleaning vehicles, plant, and general clean-up. Can also be used in
the removal of oil and grease residue on floors, walls, vehicles, locomotives, stationary engines and
compressors. This product is water based, non-toxic, solvent-free and non-caustic. Extremely effective and
totally safe in many applications. Ideal for Manual Washing, Pressure Washers, Foam Guns, Steam Cleaners
& Car Wash Systems.

VINYL REVIVER

Code:TVR

This vinyl reviver is a premium rejuvenator and sealer for use on all automotive vinyl, plastic and rubber
surfaces as well as vinyl and plastic furnishings in offices and the home. Enhances the appearance of
surfaces and protects from atmospheric contaminants and UV light. Treblex Vinyl Reviver is a silicone based
rejuvenator and sealer. It is resistant to water for longer application life. Available in 750ml trigger bottle.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN SIZES: 5L, 20L, 200L, 1000L
Safety: Please Read Material Safety Data Sheet before use. Keep out of reach of children.
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